FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

LIMITED EDITION, SIGNED JEFFREY BROWN COMICS AT ALA!

NBM Graphic novels is thrilled to have New York Times bestselling cartoonist Jeffrey Brown signing risograph printed SIMON SAYS minicomics, exclusive to the 2024 ALA Conference! SIMON SAYS is a companion piece to KIDS ARE STILL WEIRD: And More Observations from Parenthood (coming in October '24), a delightful journey into the whimsical world of parenting.

“I started my comics career writing about the most awkward, anxious, and embarrassing moments of my life, and had plenty more of those moments after becoming a parent,” admits Brown. “Parenting can be hard and stressful, but I realized I wanted to make comics about the other side - just how hilarious and entertaining kids are. How they can say the silliest things, and also unintentionally say the wisest things.”

SIMON SAYS is limited to just 250 copies, so be sure to visit Jeffrey Brown at the Independent Publishers Caucus (IPC) signing station Friday from 5:45 – 6:45 pm, Sunday from 11:00 – 11:45 am, or Sunday 3:30 – 4:15 pm.

SIMON SAYS:
4.25x5.5, 8pp, 2-color risograph printed, saddle-stitched

KIDS ARE STILL WEIRD:
7x7, 112pp, full color trade pb, $9.99
ISBN 9781681123448

ebook, $4.99
ISBN 9781681123455
Publication date: August 13, 2024

For more information or to schedule an interview with Jeffrey Brown, contact the publicity department at NBM Graphic Novels: (347) 256-5461 or email jtyost@NBMpub.com.